
Los cuadernos y la 

ortografía en español



Put your name in 2 places in Sharpie on 

your workbook

1. Location #1:  Put your first and last name inside the front cover of your 

workbook, on the actual pages of the workbook, not on the yellow cover 

itself.  

2. Location #2:  Put your first and last name on the long side of the pages with 

your workbook closed.  In other words, if the book is closed and the spine is 

on the left, you will write your name on the stack of pages on your right.  

First and last name here



Let’s review the alphabet



El silabario



Reglas de ortografía

1. Spelling in Spanish is ______________________.

2. Every letter has a _______________________.  

3. Double letters don’t exist in Spanish, except for the following 

letters________, ________ and sometimes __________.

4. There are some special letters that have sounds that you have to learn as an 

English speaker.    They are __________ = __________; __________ = 

_______________; 

5. _______ and _________ sound like the English /b/ sound.  Pronounce the 

following correctly:  vaca, voy, veo, beso, basta, botella



Cosas culturales
1. In the Americas, _________*, __________ and _________ typically all sound 

like /s/.  This is the /s/ sounds like the English word snake.  *(in front of E’s 

and I’s)

 The Cs that proceed A, O y U sound like /k/, like the English c in “cat.”  Ejemplos:  

casa, cosa, cuando

 Because c, z, and s can sound the same, this is 1 of the few aspects of spelling in 

Spanish that you have to clarify.  Por ejemplo:  

<<Yo:  Tiene cinquenta años.>> 

<<Mi amigo:  ¿Cinquenta es con c o s?  Quiero escribirlo correctamente.>>

2. In España, _________ and _________ sound like [th].  How would you 

pronounce this word in España:  zapato?

3. When Spanish-speakers learn to spell, they don’t learn letter by letter like 

English-speakers do.  They just clarify the letters that sound similar.  Por

ejemplo:

<<Me llamo Víctor.>>

Un amigo:  <<¿Víctor es con be larga (b) o ve chica (v)? 



k, q
1. K is a _______________, or borrowed letter from other languages.  

Consequently, most “naturally occurring” Spanish words don’t begin with k. 

Por ejemplo:  kilo, kiosko, karate.  

 What does that mean for you?  If you hear a /k/ sound in Spanish, it is more than 

likely spelled with a _________ or a ___________. 

2.  Q is a commonly used with the vowel ___________.  They sound like /k/ together.  

Por ejemplo:  paquete, porque,  ¿Qué?



g, h, j

1. _________ makes _____sound at all.  You can cover up the letter when you 

pronounce the word, if it helps you remember to not say it.  This is a letter 

you will have to clarify when you spell a word, as you otherwise cannot tell it 

is there.  Por ejemplo:  hambre, hamburguesa, hola.  

2. _________ makes several different sounds, depending on the letter that 

follows it.  Like the /c/ sound, when it is followed by an A, O, o U, it makes a 

hard ____sound like “go.”  Por ejemplo:  guay, Galápagos, gol

 It makes an English _____sound in front of an E & I.  Por ejemplo:  gesto, girrafa, gente

3.  _________ makes an English /h/ sound.  Por ejemplo:  jamás, jaguar, ajo



Dictado

14. Natalia hace un viaje y yo no voy.

15. Tengo mi traje de baño, tengo todo, ya es tarde.  


